Congratulations Moving-Up Day Award Winners!

ASSOCIATION FOR CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
Outstanding Service Award: Peter P. Smith '97
Outstanding Senior Award: Brian J. Bouquin '96

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Outstanding Senior Award: Denise M. Durrani '97, Chantelle M. Roy '97
Outstanding Senior Award: Sarah M. Sokol '96

BLACK STUDENT UNION
Outstanding Service Award: Samantha M. Lamb '98, Niaya A. Yasin '98
Outstanding Senior Award: Tasha S. Kenrey '96, Edward A. Woods '96
Outstanding Academic Award: Robert A. Robles '96, Kimberly J. Scott '96

FORENSICS
Forensics Society Award: Kelly E. Munme '96

KSLU RADIO
KSLU Excellence in Communication Award: Tyler J. Haulenbeek '97

INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
William A. Dechantis Memorial Award: Scott P. Smith '96
Fraternity Cup: Alpha Tau Omega

PANHellenic COUNCIL
Community Service Award: Kappa Delta Sigma Scholarship Cup: Chi Omega Outstanding Senior Greek Woman: Tiffany J. Lawrie '96

GREEK SCHOLARSHIPS

STUDENTS AGAINST DRIVING DRUNK
Cheryl Power and Derek Long Memorial Scholarship: Francis N. Muyoki '99, Holly M. Shoemaker '99
Outstanding Senior Award: Amber L. Hicks '96
Outstanding Senior Award: Holly M. Shoemaker '97

TIOLEMITHIAN SOCIETY
Gerald F. Benyo Award: John P. Kelch III '97 Outstanding Thelmo Senator: Seth M. Hopkins '96 Academic Department Awards
ANTHROPOLOGY
Outstanding Senior Majors Award: Jennifer L. Martin '96

BIOLOGY
Beta Beta Beta Outstanding Senior Biology Majors Award: David A. Chisholm '96, Katherine J. Dasher '96 Northern New York Section American Chemical Society Award: Ryan C. Miles '96 CRC General Chemistry Award: Jason A. Kellogg '99 AIC Senior Award: Tina M. Ovitt '96 Clark L. Gage Prizes: Gregory Daniels '96

ECOLOGIE
Robert E. Consler Business Leadership Award: Paul L. Brown '96
John W. Hannon Jr. Honors Award: Kelly B. Jenkins '96 Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award: Nicholas C. Vollrath '96

PSYCHOLOGY
David C. Faye Memorial Award: Daniel P. Montbriand '97

SOCIOLOGY
Peter A. Silverhart Memorial Award: Paul L. Brown '96

FINE ARTS
Frederic Remington Prize in Fine Arts: Darin L. Bisset '97 Jeanne Scribner Cashen Student Art Prize: Patricia M. Garland '96
Cheyton V. Fowler Award: Jennifer J. Corwin '96, Sarah W. Dempsey '96

GOVERNMENT
Harry Relf Junior Government Major Scholarship Award:

Chantelle M. Roy '97
Carl W. Chilson Senior Government Award: Francis C. Ganya '96, Jeanette M. Senecal '96 Pi Sigma Alpha Award: Chantelle M. Roy '97

HISTORY
Historic Relf Awards: Andrea E. Bickerley '97
William D. Malmed Senior History Majors Award: Katherine A. Parson '96

MATHMATICS
G.K. Bates Award: Aliana A. Garey '96, Mogi Sze Loy '96
Pi Mu Epsilon Mathematics Award: Christopher J. Haverschmidt '98, Andrea L. Monnat '98, Julie E. St. Martin '98

MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE

MUSIC
J. Richard Gilbert Memorial Award: Christopher J. Kenney '96

PRESIDENTIAL AWARD
Outstanding Student of Color: Barbara J. Thompson '96

PRE-MEDICINE
Loia L. and Donald B. Norris Prize: Gregory S. Lavigne '96
Dr. F.W. DeLong Pre-Medical Prize: Cam K. Riley '96, Isamu O. Tomimines '96

RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS
Harold N. Niles Memorial Award: Pablo R. Elizondo '96, Lars P. Roggen '97

WRITING CENTER
Outstanding Writing Tutor(s): Mark C. DeCambre '96, Tanya R. Parson '96

CLASS OF 1998
Bradley R. Evers Outstanding First Year Student Awards: Brian J. Bourns '96, Elizabeth A. Ramirez '96, Robert A. Robles '96

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
Charles Fund Scholarship: Linda J. Bevins '97, Bronn J. Revazavan '97

ALUMNI
St. Lawrence Alumni Association Senior Awards: Jennifer L. Martin '96, Christopher J. Kenney '96

MULTI-CULTURAL AWARDS
Outstanding Student of Color Award: Robert A. Robles '96

HIGHER EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM REGALIA: Academic Excellence Award: Robert A. Robles '96

ALUMNI
St. Lawrence Alumni Association Senior Awards: Jennifer L. Martin '96, Christopher J. Kenney '96

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
Charles Fund Scholarship: Linda J. Bevins '97, Bronn J. Revazavan '97

CLASS OF 1934 Scholarship: Chemistry: Kristen J. Dasher '98, Economics: Wei-Wei Yang '97
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